HOW DOES ADSMOVIL IDENTIFY HISPANICS?

Adsmovil proprietary data of 30MM US Hispanic User + over 500 data points

HOW CAN ADSMOVIL AUDIENCES BE DELIVERED?

- Segmented Deal
- Preferred and Guaranteed Deals
- Data Decoupled
- Adsmovil Supply + Adsmovil Data
- Agency DSP and/or DMP

MOBILE AD FORMATS

- Digital Audios
  - Streaming
  - Online Radio
  - Podcast
- Banners
  - Adhesion
  - Standard
  - Expandables
  - Rich Media
- Video
  - Instream
  - Outstream
  - Instant Play
  - DEC

WAYS TO BUYING PROGRAMMATIC

- Guaranteed Deal
- Preferred Deal
- Private Auction

For Programmatic Deals and Connection Information please contact:
contacto@adsmovil.com

/premium_hispanic_publishers
/programmatic_hispanic_mobile_experts
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